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Abstract: With rural revitalization being established as the national policy in China, the environmental quality and residential comfort of rural settlements has received widespread attention from the whole society in China. However, due to the over-exploitation of resources and the uneven development between urban and rural in China, the environmental conditions and residential experience in rural settlements in China are still relatively backward. To prompt the environmental quality and residential comfort of rural settlements in China, it is necessary to optimize the planning and design of rural settlements in China. As a multi-function method, Building Information Modeling (BIM) can significantly contribute to the planning and design of rural settlements in China. To optimize the environmental quality and residential experience in rural settlements in China, this study is developed to perform a systematic literature review of the BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China. To achieve this aim, the PRISMA protocol was used to perform this systematic review. The review and discussion of this study were conducted between June 2022 and September 2022. In this study, Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus were adopted as the main databases, and 189 articles were reviewed. Through this systematic review, it can be identified that BIM capabilities have significant advantages in the following aspects of the design and planning of rural settlements in China: Data storage and management; 3D modeling and visualization; Disaster prevention and environmental analysis; Cost estimation and optimization. Furthermore, through the discussion and analysis of research results, it can be concluded that BIM capabilities can perform their benefits in the rural settlements’ design and planning through their following characteristics: knowledge management, simulation, and modeling. Based on the research results, it can be identified that knowledge management capabilities in BIM can effectively provide information support and knowledge assistance throughout the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China. BIM’s simulation and modeling capabilities can simulate and demonstrate the rural environment and their internal structures in rural settlements’ design and planning phase to achieve their environmental optimization, residential comfort improvement, clash detection, disaster prevention, and expenditure reduction. Moreover, the challenge and future directions of BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China are discussed and analyzed. This study can effectively promote and optimize the BIM utilization in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China, to better enhance their environmental quality and residential experience.
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1. Introduction

In China, rural settlements play a pivotal role in the entire society. According to the report by World Bank, the rural land area in China in 2020 is approximately 5.3 million square kilometers (56.1% of the total area in China), with a rural population of approximately 529.47 million (37% of the total population in China). Based on the abovementioned information, it can be revealed that the environmental situations and residential experience of
rural settlements have significant influences on the environmental quality and the residents’ comfort all over China. Furthermore, the Chinese government determined the achievement of comprehensive rural revitalization as the Chinese national policy in 2021 [1]. Due to the proposal of the revitalization policy, the environmental quality and residential comfort of rural settlements in China have been attached significant importance by people from trades and professions in China [2–4].

Given the importance of rural settlements, it has become a community-wide consensus to improve the environmental quality and residential comfort of rural settlements in China [5–10]. However, compared to urban areas, the residential experience in rural settlements in China is still relatively backward due to the uneven development between urban and rural areas in China [11–13]. Moreover, due to the over-exploitation of resources and insufficient environmental awareness, the ecologies and environment of numerous rural settlements in China have been severely damaged [14–17]. From 2011 to 2021, China’s rural resident population has declined by a cumulative 154 million people (19.05% of the total population in China), with an average of 15.4 million people per year [18,19]. According to the questionnaire survey by Song [20], only 14.3% of respondents preferred to live in rural settlements in China instead of urban areas. A critical factor that causes insufficient environmental quality and unsatisfactory residential experience is the inappropriate design and planning of rural settlements in China [17,21–25].

As a multi-function method, building information modeling (BIM) can provide significant contributions to the design and planning of rural settlements in China. BIM is a digital representation model based on the relevant information and data of the projects [26,27]. Through BIM utilization, it can provide 3d visual models, project simulations, collaboration platforms, and data storage and share for all stakeholders in the lifecycle of urban green infrastructure [28,29]. By adopting BIM in their design and layout planning, the stakeholders can effectively improve rural settlements’ environmental quality and sustainability, enhance residential comfort, and reduce their costs and clashes [30,31]. According to the questionnaire survey by Huang et al., [30], 87.8% (180/205) of architects believe that BIM applications can facilitate integrated design, 86.34% (177/205) of participants insisted that BIM could facilitate efficient collaboration between stakeholders from multiple organizations, and 84.4% (173/205) of respondents acknowledged that BIM can effectively improve the quality of design and planning. Moreover, over 87% of respondents confirmed that BIM has significant contributions to improving projects’ sustainability, optimizing the ecological environment, reducing energy and pollution emissions in buildings, and eliminating material waste [30]. In the case study of Ding et al. [32], BIM assisted designers in decreasing design changes by 30% and reworking by 25%. The questionnaire from Blay et al. [33] also demonstrates that 86% of respondents agree with the contribution of BIM in the request for Information mitigation, unnecessary change reduction, alternation duration optimization, and quality guarantee in the design process. Moreover, 68% of participants acknowledge that BIM can be effective in achieving cost conservation [33].

Despite the significant advantages of BIM utilization, many stakeholders are still reluctant to adopt BIM in the design and planning of rural settlements in China. A substantial barrier to BIM utilization is stakeholders’ lack of familiarity with BIM’s capabilities in the design and planning of rural settlements. Zuhairi, Abd. Hamid et al. [34] pointed out that the lack of knowledge of BIM is the most significant obstacle to BIM utilization. Olawumi and Chan [35] also developed that adequate familiarity with the BIM utilization method is essential in promoting BIM in the design and planning of rural settlements. Given the insufficient knowledge and understanding of BIM’s contributions to the design and planning of rural settlements in China, designers and clients are hesitant to adopt BIM and pay extra expenditures for BIM applications [28,30,36]. According to the questionnaire surveys of Akhmetzhanova et al. [37] and Tatyugulov et al. [38], 44% of respondents are reluctant to adopt BIM due to their unfamiliarity with BIM functions and insufficient appropriate BIM training. Furthermore, through the study of Huang et al. [30], it can be revealed that only 22.93% of respondents had participated in BIM training-related courses. It indicates that
insufficient knowledge and familiarity with BIM capabilities is still a severe challenge in BIM utilization in the design and planning of rural settlements in China.

To enhance the BIM-related knowledge of rural settlements’ designers and to promote the development of BIM utilization in the design and planning of rural settlements in China, this study is developed to conduct a systematic review to retrieve, summarize and discuss the contemporary BIM capabilities that can be utilized in the design and planning of rural settlements in China. According to the authors’ search in WoS and Scopus in October 2022, there is no systematic review of articles focusing on the BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China. Although some excellent scholars perform remarkable reviews of the BIM utilization in the design phase [29,39–42], these studies are not specific to the BIM utilization in rural settlements’ design and planning in China. Compared to conventional urban buildings, rural settlements in China have multiple unique characteristics that require the appropriate BIM capabilities to be adopted in their design and planning phase: Many rural settlements in China are located on mountains, valleys, plateaus, or nearby rivers, so it is necessary to be considered their surrounding environment, local ecology and the natural hazards’ influence in their design and planning phase; The transportation system and road network in enormous rural settlements in China are common relatively backward; The small scale of budgets for their design and construction phase; Most buildings in rural settlements are houses rather than apartments and high-rise buildings. Therefore, it is necessary to provide specialized thermal analysis approach, daylight and wind environmental simulation method, and design and planning framework to the rural settlements in China. Besides that, despite some extraordinary articles having explored the BIM capabilities in rural settlements in China [43–47], these articles only explore partial BIM capabilities in the rural settlements in China rather than performing a comprehensive systematic review specific to BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China. Compared to the conventional article, the systematic review can provide a macroscopical perspective to gain comprehensive and integrated familiarity with BIM capabilities in rural settlements in China. Besides that, the systematic review method can support researchers in integrating available information and provide necessary knowledge support for decision-making through validated approaches [48–50]. Moreover, the compulsory studies retrieval and discussion procedures stipulated in systematic literature reviews can facilitate researchers to mitigate bias and optimize the reliability of research results [50–56]. In addition, given the rapid iteration and update rate of BIM, it is necessary to conduct a timely systematic review to review the latest BIM capabilities in the rural settlements’ design and planning phase in China with the background of updating and alteration to BIM capabilities every year.

To fill the abovementioned research gaps, this study aims to perform a systematic review of the BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China. To achieve this aim, the following research questions are developed in this study:

1. What BIM capabilities can be adopted in the design and planning of rural settlements?
2. How are these BIM capabilities utilized in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China?
3. What are the benefits, challenges, and future directions of BIM utilization in the design and planning of rural settlements in China?

To solve these research questions, the corresponding research objectives are developed in this study:

1. Identify the BIM capabilities that can be utilized in the design and planning phase of rural settlements.
2. Discuss and analyze the methods that BIM capabilities are performed in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China.
3. Summarize the benefits, challenges, and future directions of BIM utilization in the design and planning of rural settlements in China.
This study can effectively enhance the knowledge of stakeholders on the BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements. Through this systematic review, BIM utilization in the design and planning process of rural settlements can be effectively promoted and optimized. Based on the research results in this study, the ecology, environment, and the inhabitants’ comfort of rural settlements in China can be effectively enhanced.

The structure of this study is presented below: Section 1 is the introduction. In Section 2, the methodology is demonstrated. Section 3 contains the research results of this study. Furthermore, Section 4 demonstrates the discussion and analysis of the research results developed in Section 3. In Section 4, the advantages, challenges, and future directions of BIM utilization in the design and planning of rural settlements in China are summarized. Moreover, Section 5 is the conclusion. The detailed content of each section in this study is presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url). The detailed content of each section in this study.

### 2. Methodology

The systematic review has a fixed article search and screen procedure. In this study, the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) model are adopted to perform the systematic literature review of this study. PRISMA is a model for systematic literature reviews designed to support systematic reviewers in accurately identifying the data sources for the study, the criteria for screening and inclusion of articles, and the specific screening process [57–59].

In this study, the Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus are adopted as digital data repositories, which were also adopted as the data source in multiple systematic review studies [51,60–66]. Based on the abovementioned research aim and objectives, the following meanings are determined to conduct the article search in this study: “BIM”, “Building Information Modeling”, “artificial intelligence”, “digital twin”, “rural settlement”, “rural land”, “rural layout”, “design”, “plan”. Then, the inclusion and exclusion criteria are determined,
such as in other systematic review studies [56,62,67–69]. To perform the systematic review effectively in this study, the following inclusion criteria are developed by the authors (The detailed inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria are presented in Table 1):

1. The journal articles, reviews, and conference papers can be searched through WoS and Scopus.
2. The journal articles, reviews, and conference papers are written in English and can be retrieved in full text online.
3. The journal articles, reviews, and conference papers that include the BIM capabilities in the design and planning of rural settlements.
4. The journal articles, reviews, and conference papers contributed to solving this study’s research aim and objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Criteria</th>
<th>Secondary Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inclusionary</td>
<td>Exclusionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal articles, reviews, and conference papers can be searched in the databases of WoS or Scopus.</td>
<td>Duplicated papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The articles that can support authors to accomplish research aim or objectives.</td>
<td>The articles cannot provide support for authors to accomplish research aim and objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written in English</td>
<td>Invalid articles (the articles that cannot provide the online version of full-text content.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written in Non-English.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the exclusion criteria in the process of article search and screening are demonstrated as follows:

1. The journal articles, reviews, and conference papers are written in non-English or cannot be retrieved in full text online.
2. The duplicated articles were retrieved in both WoS and Scopus.
3. The journal articles, reviews, and conference papers that do not include the BIM capabilities in the design and planning of rural settlements.
4. The journal articles, reviews, and conference papers are not contributed to solving this study’s research aim and objectives.

The search string and initial search results are presented in Table 2. After the article search, 1226 articles are retrieved from databases (718 in WoS, 497 in Scopus). After removing the duplicated and invalid articles (those without full text online), 1013 articles remained. Then the remaining articles are delivered to the next step to perform titles, keywords, and abstract screens. There are 462 articles removed in this step. Then, the remaining 317 articles performed the qualitative assessment by reviewing their full text. Finally, 189 articles are contained in this study. The process of article retrieval and review is shown in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Engine</th>
<th>Search String</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WoS</td>
<td>TS = (“BIM” OR “Building Information Modeling” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “digital twin”) AND (rural) AND (design OR plan OR layout OR development OR revitalization)) OR Document Types: Articles or Proceedings Papers or Review Articles OR AND LANGUAGES: (ENGLISH)</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus</td>
<td>TITLE-ABS-KEY (“BIM” OR “Building Information Modeling” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “digital twin”) AND (rural) AND (design OR plan OR layout OR development OR revitalization) OR AND LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “ar”) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “cp”) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “re”) OR AND LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, “English”)</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria.

Table 2. Search strings and screen process.
Figure 2. The flow chart of article searching and screening.

3. Research Results

After the article search and screening process was completed, the remained articles were performed in the systematic literature review. The results of the systematic review are presented in Section 3.
3.1. Descriptive Analysis

Through the article retrieval and screening, it can be determined that 189 articles are contained in this systematic literature review. Figure 3 presents the number of articles published per year. From 2007 to 2022, the number of articles on BIM capabilities in the design and planning of rural settlements demonstrated a significant upward trend. From 2007 to 2013, the research in this direction is in the initial stages. From 2014 to 2016, the BIM capabilities in the design and planning of rural settlements received extensive attention from the AEC industry, and the number of articles on this direction dramatically increased. Since 2017, research in this field has been flourishing. According to Figure 3, it can be concluded that the research on BIM utilization in rural settlements’ design and planning phase has been attached importance by tremendous scholars. During this period, not only has the number of articles on this field been steadily increasing each year, but the number of papers reviewed each year is more than 20. In 2022, The number of selected articles that were published in 2022 even reached 33.

![Number of Articles Published Per Year](image)

**Figure 3.** The number of selected articles published per year.

According to Figure 4, it can be summarized that these 189 reviewed articles are retrieved from 86 journals and 8 conferences. Based on the number of articles that originated, the authors developed the rank of the journals and conferences in Figure 4. The rank of journals and articles is presented below (Only the top 10 journals are listed because of the lengthy limitation in this study): Automation in Construction (25), Buildings (9), Land (7), Sustainability (7), Procedia Engineering (6), Advanced Engineering Informatics (5), Applied Sciences (4), Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering (4), Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews (4), Building and Environment (4).
3.2. Results Analysis

Through the systematic review of these included articles, the BIM capabilities that can be utilized in the design and planning of rural settlements are identified and summarized. According to the characteristics of these identified BIM functions, the BIM capabilities that can be utilized in the design and planning of rural settlements can be categorized as the following perspectives: Data storage and management; 3D modeling and visualization; Disaster prevention and environmental analysis; Cost estimation and optimization.

3.2.1. Data Storage and Management

The BIM capabilities for data storage and management can be utilized throughout rural settlements’ entire design and planning phase. By importing information about urban planning and the surrounding environment into BIM, BIM can prepare the necessary knowledge about rural settlement layout and the surrounding environment before the design and planning process begins. There are three approaches for BIM utilization to capture knowledge and experience in the design and planning process of rural settlements: Utilize customized parameters in the BIM model to search for knowledge; Utilize application programming interfaces (APIs) to implement parameters in the BIM approaches through third-party software or web-based systems; Adopt the external knowledge retrieval devices to capture knowledge [70–73].

In the early design preparation phase, the BIM database allows individual stakeholders to input their demands into the BIM database through text and image format [74,75]. It can facilitate the designer to review the requirements in rural settlements’ entire design and planning process [74–77]. Moreover, given that all data and knowledge files in BIM are in
the uniform format (IFC or gbXML), it is convenient for stakeholders to import, retrieve and browse the required data and knowledge throughout the entire design and planning process of rural settlements [78–83]. Moreover, the LoD (Level of Detail/Development/Definition) is also an essential characteristic of BIM in the design and planning process of rural settlements. The LoD can categorize and manage data and knowledge according to their level, and provide the corresponding information to the rural settlements’ stakeholders according to their required information level [84–86]. For example, in the case study of H. Liu et al. [87], the information and knowledge are classified to LoD 100 (the basic requirements of the BIM model, including the volumetric information about the target objectives, including its dimensions and materials); LoD 200 (the information related to the frame safety performance evaluation); and LoD 300 (the knowledge related to high-fidelity representation).

The collaboration among stakeholders in the rural settlements’ design and planning phase can be significantly enhanced through the information storage and management function in BIM utilization. In BIM-based collaborative design and planning software, all individual stakeholders can make their own suggestions and requirements throughout the design process [88,89]. The characteristics and benefits of BIM-based collaborative platforms can be summarized in the following aspects: The interior model databases linked up to other BIM central databases; Cloud-based data exchange and management system; The designations (global unique identifier) given to the elements, components, materials and structures in the models; The knowledge exchange procedure and regulations based on the information delivery manuals (IDM); Information categorization and knowledge security based on stakeholders’ requirements [90,91]. By the characteristics mentioned above, the information exchange efficiency is increased, and information losses in the knowledge exchange process are mitigated. Furthermore, In the BIM cloud plugin developed by Kalasapudi et al. [92], any changes and additions made by stakeholders can be uploaded into the central database and promptly reflected in other stakeholders’ interfaces. It can facilitate the stakeholders to grasp the latest project conditions in rural settlements’ design and planning phase [61,92].

Moreover, with the integration of BIM and third-party devices, the rural settlements’ layout information and surrounding environment conditions (such as topography, terrain, climate, hydrology, soil, and vegetation) can be automatically retrieved and stored into BIM for further analysis [51,93–96]. By association with BIM and weather stations, C.-J. Chen et al. [97] developed virtual weather station technology adopting BIM cloud tools to support rural settlements stakeholders to retrieve and manage the information about local climate automatically, and the retrieved knowledge can also be transferred to the DOE-2 engine based on IFC (Industry foundation class) format to support subsequent environmental simulation for rural settlements. In the knowledge management model developed by Wang and Leite [72,73], the data and knowledge produced in the mechanical and electrical layout planning collaboration meetings can be categorized and integrated into BIM through the application programming interface (API) and other plug-ins.

From the perspective of environmental information management, BIM and GIS can be complementary [98]. BIM places emphasis on the design process and the management and modeling of information at the building and structure level, while GIS is adept at the management and presentation of environmental information at the overall regional level [99–101]. With the integration of BIM and GIS (Geographic information system), the rural settlements designer can effectively review the local environmental information with multiple levels of detail to optimize their planning [94,102–105]. Based on the same data exchange formats (City Geography Markup Language and Industry Foundation Class), the information compatibility and interoperability between BIM and GIS can be effectively implemented, which ensures the effectiveness and accuracy of the rural settlements’ conditions and surrounding environment situations presented in BIM [94,98,102,104,106–108]. In the case study of Pepe et al. [109] and Tsilimantou et al. [110], the researchers utilize the UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) to perform ground-based laser scanner technology and
close-range photogrammetry to generate data relating to the external geometry of multiple buildings and structures in the selected area. After the abovementioned information collection and process is completed, these data can be displayed through BIM and GIS as the human-computer interaction interface. In addition, through the implementation of infrared thermography, ground penetrating radar, and ultrasound, Tsilimantou et al. [110] collected the materials characteristic of existing buildings in the local area through BIM-GIS integration to simulate the aging state and service life of each building. Furthermore, for the Urban Information Modeling (UIM) developed by Mignard and Nicolle [111], it can be utilized to conduct the management of information and knowledge utilizing semantic BIM for each geographical factor, building element, and component characteristic in specific areas. Based on these capabilities, stakeholders can use the BIM-GIS-based UIM to access the status of buildings or components at different phases in their lifecycle and estimate their expiration dates [111].

Moreover, by integrating BIM and the Internet of Things, BIM can effectively record and report real-time conditions and alter rural settlements’ layouts [94,112,113]. In the process of BIM-IoT integration, IoT enables the transfer and integration without omission of data collected through sensor pairs and knowledge retrieved through the network via IoT protocols [114,115]. Based on the IoT gateway as an interaction intermediary for integrating multiple sources of retrieved data, the IoT can facilitate the classification and integration of data sets from multiple probes, which can effectively optimize the interoperability of BIM with third-party devices and software [116]. Once the data has been integrated and categorized, BIM can be utilized as the human-machine interface based on its powerful data management and visualization capabilities to provide stakeholders with visual information demonstration that enhanced by real-time sensing information [116]. Compared to the conventional environment monitor system, BIM-IoT integrated approach can not only implement the polychrome visual presentation of data from multiple individual sensors but also enable macro-level visualization of predicted mean vote (PMV) data for the entire rural settlement [117]. To enhance the data visualization performance of BIM-IoT integration in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China, augmented reality (AR) is recommended as the auxiliary approach in the BIM-IoT implementation process. In the case study of Nateshra and Motamedi [118], the researchers used AR technology to achieve a dynamic visual display of environmental comfort. This method can achieve the high-fidelity dynamic presentation of data related to air mobility, air quality, light radiation, thermal radiation, and hydrology of the environment in the selected rural settlements [118]. In addition, to enhance the semantic accuracy and user-friendliness of BIM-IoT integration, a browser/server framework-based optimization path for BIM information interaction procedures and document light-weighting is proposed by Yuan et al. [119]. This approach supports stakeholders in extracting semantic information and geometric data from IFC files in BIM, based on which the Draco algorithm and compression parameters can be performed to achieve the light-weighting process with a compression ratio of approximately 80% without information omission [119].

Customized information retrieval and management is also an essential advantage of BIM utilization in the design and planning of rural settlements [71,72,120,121]. In the BIM-based knowledge management model developed by H. Wang and Meng [121], the customized parameters can be utilized for the stakeholders to identify and capture the required knowledge of specific assets. From the perspective of knowledge search and retrieval, Deshpande et al. [70] and H. Wang and Meng [72] put forward that knowledge and information can be categorized according to their attributes (such as location, category, function, designer, component, and material) to facilitate the stakeholders to retrieve the specific category of information. Furthermore, Case-based reasoning (CBR) is also deemed a vital trend of BIM utilization in rural settlement projects’ design and planning process and their corresponding solutions. The CBR-BIM-based model can record the problems in the design and planning process of rural settlement projects and their corresponding solutions [63,122–126]. In the issue resolution process, the model can automatically retrieve
similar previously recorded and encountered situations through the BIM database and match the stakeholders with the corresponding solutions [124,127–130].

3.2.2. 3D Modeling and Visualization

In addition to the knowledge preparation, multi-dimensional visualization modeling can also be provided through BIM utilization. Compared to traditional 2D drawings, BIM can provide designers with visual 3D models of rural settlements and the surrounding environment, facilitating stakeholders to understand site conditions and optimize the design and planning schemes better [30,131–133]. In the BIM tool established based on high-fidelity point-cloud data developed by H. Liu et al. [87], BIM can enable both the presentation of the entire rural settlements’ projects and the 3D visualization of specific buildings, floors, or components. Moreover, the parameters of each component can be presented to stakeholders through BIM 3D visualization. Compared to the conventional 3D visualization tools, there are some significant advantages in BIM: Concise data and light internal storage requirements; Applications can be utilized across multiple platforms; Open access to data and information [134]. In addition to these, BIM can increase the multi-dimensions’ presentation efficiency through the adoption of the level of detail (LOD) and the invisible components’ concealment compared to traditional visualization methods [135]. From the perspective of visualization in the rural settlements design and planning stage, LoD can decrease the level of detail of the project when stakeholders observe the lands from distant viewpoints to provide a comprehensive overview with optimized performance [136,137]. Furthermore, it can provide more detailed properties by increasing the level of detail of the components within the designer’s field when viewed from close viewpoints [138]. Furthermore, through the invisible components’ concealment, BIM can be settled to not render and load the invisible structures in the current view to augment the performance of 3D modeling and visualization of the demonstration [135].

With the integration of BIM 3D modeling and schedule management, BIM 4D can assist the stakeholders in becoming familiar with the project progress at different points in time and then optimize their design and planning schedules [139–141]. In the BIM-based approach developed by Ding et al. [142], the real-time rural settlements’ environmental situation and layout alteration can be presented continuously in 4D BIM-based tools, and the corresponding quality supervision lists can be put forward for each step during the design and planning process. In the CasCADe application formulated by Ivson et al. [143], it can visualize the structures and changes of the project at different nodes according to the tasks’ sequence in a temporal and spatial simultaneity manner. Moreover, BIM can demonstrate the ownership and boundaries of the plots, buildings, and infrastructure of the rural settlements as the 3d model presentation. In the BIM-based land administration domain model (LADM), BIM presents the cadastral data of the entire settlements and the legally defined boundaries of land parcels and assets through the 3D visualization pattern by embedding 3D cadastre into digital visualization models [105].

Through the combination of BIM with third-party equipment and plug-ins, the 3D modeling and visualization performance can be effectively optimized in the design phase of rural settlements. In the BIM-GIS-based model developed by Park and Kim [99,144], BIM can automatically retrieve the maps, satellite photos, land registry form, and land planning information for the target areas, thus automatically generating the 3D models to optimize the layout of rural settlements. Throughout the process of BIM-GIS integrated modeling, BIM environments built on the IFC as a standard base can translate their geometric and semantic information into shallow models that can be interpreted by GIS applications [145]. To enhance the integration maturity between BIM and GIS in the modeling process, Deng et al. [146] and Hor et al. [147] suggested that efficient integration of BIM-GIS can be achieved by configuring the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and developing IFC-CityGML interactive criteria. Moreover, BIM for Geo-analysis (BIM4GeoA) has been identified as the maturity improvement method to BIM-GIS integration by utilizing and integrating commonly acknowledged open-source applications and open specifications to
perform structural building data and information management within the scope specified in the model [145,148]. Based on these optimization approaches, the stakeholders can extend the scope of modeling and visualization from architectural complexes to the entire rural settlements and their surrounding environment [145,149].

The efficiency of BIM-GIS integration in 3D modeling and visualization has been proved by multiple case studies. In the BIM-GIS-related studies of Dore et al. [150] and Pepe et al. [109], the researcher proposes the method for constructing BIM-GIS visualization models based on laser scanning and photogrammetry data. Through the utilization of close-range photogrammetry (CRP) techniques and ground-based laser scanning (TLS), this method can efficiently collect ground environment data to generate point or planning grids from which 3D models can be constructed. Besides that, Nappo et al. [151] developed Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) adopted information collection and modeling approach. This method utilizes the UAV and configured laser profiler or infrared thermal imaging detection tool to scan the local road network and infrastructure to create the ultra-resolution 3D point cloud model [151]. In the service-based virtual 3D city model system developed by Döllner & Hagedorn [152], BIM, CAD and GIS are seamlessly integrated into the single system for the stakeholders to access. The system allows designers to view and compare 3D stereo models, 2D plan information, and aerial views of specific areas to support their designs better [152]. From the perspective of feasibility analysis, the assessment approaches developed by Lotai and Trivedi [153] and Zhu and Wu [154] can import and present multiple layout schemes in BIM. By comparing the 3D modeling of the rural settlements in BIM with site blocks in the GIS map, the feasibility analysis of the proposed layout plans can be effectively achieved by this assessment approach [94,99,155–157].

Moreover, through the integration of IFC and WebGL, WebBIM can mitigate the amount of redundancy required for 3D modeling in BIM by sharing geometric data among the objects that are produced from identical origins to assist other stakeholders in rendering and presenting visual multidimensional modeling of corresponding rural settlements directly through browsers without BIM software [134]. In addition to these, the combination of BIM with VR (Virtual reality) and AR (Augmented reality) has also become a trend in the rural settlements’ design process [158]. The integration of BIM with VR and AR not only enhances the level of detail and operability of the BIM visualization but also optimizes the user’s immersion and supports stakeholders to be familiarized in detail with the environment and building plans of targeted rural settlements through the first-person perspective [159–161].

3.2.3. Disaster Prevention and Environmental Analysis

- **Disaster Prevention**

Disaster is the general term for incidents and phenomena that can devastate human existence, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, tsunamis, mudslides, and floods [162–166]. Given that tremendous rural settlements in China are near rivers, valleys, mountains, cliffs, and seas, disaster prevention is essential to rural settlements in China [167–170].

Through the BIM-GIS model, the rural interior plan and the village surroundings (climate, topography, terrain, and hydrology) can be presented in 3D modeling, which can provide necessary information to stakeholders for disaster identification and prevention. From the perspective of earthquake prevention, Anil et al. [171] developed a BIM-based earthquake damage prediction method. By incorporating information on building structure and geometry, materials and equipment utilization conditions, refurbishment records, surrounding terrain, and hydrology into the BIM evaluation framework, Anil et al. [171] utilized the FEMA 306 guidelines to predict the resilience of different design and planning schemes to different intensities’ earthquakes. In the case study of Welch et al. [172], the researchers evaluate the seismic capabilities of the complex assets through the BIM simulation function by inputting their structure and materials into the BIM model. To optimize earthquake prevention measures in the design and planning phase of rural settlements, Vitiello et al. [173] utilized the simulation capabilities and LoD in BIM to estimate the
intervention’s effect of various disaster prevention measures to optimize the distribution of non-structural architectural elements. In addition to these, in the seismic optimization approaches of sprinkler systems put forward by Perrone and Filiatrault [174], the non-structural elements’ seismic framework was effectively improved through the information capture and scenario simulation capabilities of BIM.

From the aspect of mudslides prevention, Chang et al. [175] proposed the BIM-based landslide monitoring and prevention model by integrating CATIA (computer-aided three-dimensional interactive application) application. Through this mudslide prevention method, the dynamically coordinated landslide simulation model can be generated by collecting and analyzing the mountains’ 3D spatial point sets and topological relationships to predict the probability of landslide occurrence and the damage caused by the rural settlements [175]. Furthermore, cyber-physical systems (CPS) can also provide significant contributions to BIM-based disaster prevention. With the integration of BIM and CPS, the stakeholders can effectively utilize the accurate remote sensing and intelligent supervision technology for multi-source knowledge, the reliable information transmission frameworks for the communication interior framework, and the algorithms for instant identification of the structure in the BIM knowledge repository in BIM [176–179]. Based on the above technology, BIM can automatically collect environmental information about the target area via remote sensors and the information records on disasters that occur through the internet to conduct an environmental simulation to identify potential disaster risks in the corresponding area [177].

For those rural settlements located along the river, BIM utilization in the design and planning stage of rural settlements is essential in mitigating flood damage [145]. In the flood-preventative renovation design and planning process of rural settlements and urban in Guangzhou, Lyu et al. [180] modeled the topography of the entire area in the 3D visualization approach by implementing the BIM-GIS integrated Digital Elevation Model (DEM). By importing the precipitation information, the drainage pipes’ distributions, and the drainage capacity of traffic pavements in each area into the DEM, the designers analyzed the extent of damage caused to the rural settlements and the city by flooding during the rainy season in the area, to develop the corresponding renovation planning scheme [145,180]. Since most Flood damage assessment (FDA) methods lack the incorporation of individual building characteristics in rural, Amirebrahimi et al. [181] propose an integrated BIM and City GML approach to Flood damage evaluation. By referring to the detailed geometric information, structures, and materials of the individual assets within the rural settlements to simulate the damage level to individual buildings during a flood and implement targeted optimization initiatives during the design and planning phase of the rural settlements [145,181,182]. In addition to these, in the design and planning process of evacuation and escape routes in rural settlements, BIM can integrate information on disaster prevention equipment, local environment, transportation conditions, and regular residents’ activity patterns into a model to simulate the most appropriate evacuation and escape routes [183–186].

- Environment Analysis

Through the utilization of BIM in the design and planning phase of rural settlements, the stakeholders can effectively perform daylight and illumination simulation, wind environment simulation, and thermal environment simulation. Based on the mentioned simulations, designers can modify their plans during the design and planning process of the rural settlements. These capabilities can improve the rural settlements’ natural environment and residential comfort, reducing their energy consumption.

In the process of wind environment simulation, the BIM capabilities can provide significant contributions to wind tunnel aerodynamic analysis and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). In the wind tunnel aerodynamic analysis, The BIM can integrate the monitoring data for wind pressure from the various wind pressure measurement detections and data monitoring probes [187–189]. The wind-related statistics can be performed analysis, simulation, and visual presentation by utilizing the Wind Engineering Data Analysis tool (WEDA) [188]. Through these measures, the stakeholders can simulate the wind pressure...
and loads that different layout schemes of rural settlements can withstand, thus providing knowledge support for layout optimization [190,191]. From the aspect of BIM utilization in CFD, BIM can generate and analyze the wind direction and wind levels for each season of the rural settlement through the integration of BIM, pressure monitoring points (probes) with computational wind engineering (CWE) approaches [192,193]. Based on the stored building layout, wind information, and the required different level of development (LOD), BIM can develop the 3D STL (“Stereolithography”) wind models to simulate and demonstrate the wind flow paths in different design and planning schemes of rural settlements [188]. Based on the above-mentioned BIM capabilities, stakeholders can effectively conduct the design and planning schemes’ optimization. For example, in the case study of Xu et al. [194], the researchers utilize the BIM-based CFD simulation software to draw two conclusions that contribute to the optimization of wind environment design: When an appurtenance exists on the external wall between two adjacent buildings, their “Venturi effect” between them will be decreased; The block walls with the massive area can enhance the vortex area on the surface of the structure.

After the wind simulation is completed, the simulation results can be presented in both the CFD visualization method and the 3ds max visualization method [195]. These demonstration methods can present wind routes in the simulation space as particle tracing lines and support virtual reality (VR) simulations [195]. In the BIM-VR integrated wind simulation tool developed by Çöltekin et al. [196] and Hosokawa et al. [197], BIM can generate immersive CFD models based on the design and layout of rural settlements, thus enabling designers to understand the wind flow in detail for each design schemes.

In addition to these, the simulation capabilities of BIM can also provide significant advantages for thermal environmental analysis in the rural settlements’ design and planning process. The BIM-based thermal simulation and analysis usually contain the following steps: establish the 3D visually BIM model of rural settlements; retrieve thermal-related environmental information; input the collected information into the BIM model point by point; identify thermal comfort variables; assess the thermal comfort of selected rural settlements [198–200]. In the thermal comfort assessment method formulated by Natephra et al. [199], the BIM-based thermal comfort analysis framework utilizes the environmental probes to collect the temperature, humidity, and daylight localities to collect and integrate the thermal-related information. After the data preparation is completed, the stakeholders can utilize the predicted mean vote (PMV) method, the predicted percentage of dissatisfaction (PPD) method, and the adaptive method model method to perform a quantitative analysis of the thermal comfort in the selected rural settlements [199]. In the ModelicaBIM library, BIM can record and collate the temperature, sunlight situation, buildings’ layout, and thermal conductivity of periphery materials in particular rural settlements each month, so that the indoor and outdoor temperatures of the structures in the selected area and their heat loss in winter can be simulated precisely during their design phase [201].

Moreover, according to the different requirements of stakeholders, the BIM-based thermal comfort can perform targeted thermal simulations at building and component levels to evaluate their heat transfer efficiency in different seasons [201]. Furthermore, to simulate the thermal environment during the design and planning phase of rural settlements during their life cycle, Ham and Golparvar-Fard [79] incorporated the factor of building materials’ aging into their proposed thermal comfort analyzing framework. By simulating the decay of the thermal resistance of different building materials over time, the users can optimize the indoor thermal environment’s simulation method and analysis algorithm [79]. In addition, given that winter temperatures in the Northern regions, Northwest region, and Qinghai-Tibet of China are generally below 0 degrees Celsius, the winter heating in the rural settlements in these regions consumes massive energy and cost. To solve this barrier, The Revit—Dynamo integrated BIM-based thermal analysis framework can identify the insulated structure’s performance and its envelope’s thermal conductivity by analyzing envelopes’ insulation attributes [202–204]. To optimize the assessment of the facades’ thermal conductivity, Iddon and Firth [205] and Gbadamosi et al. [206] proposed to
utilize BIM material database to assess the thermal conductivity and insulation of facades in different environments by importing the type and thickness of the insulation materials to be adopted. And Jalaei and Jrade [202,207] indicated that it is available to deduce the thermal conductivity and resistance of building insulation by outsourcing to third-party software through the interactive transfer of the BIM model data in gbXML format to the Ecotect or EnergyPlus energy simulation application. In the case study of Chen et al. [202], through the utilization of the Dynamo building materials analysis application incorporating the NSGA-II algorithm, the researcher developed separate analytical objective functions which are aimed at evaluating the embedded energy of specific insulated areas and the thermal energy demand of external wall surface to optimize the thermal insulation properties evaluation. In addition, based on the various regional climates of China, Ounis et al. [203] adopted the EnergyPlus engine to derive the thermal transmittance (U-Value) for each envelope material. Based on the abovementioned characteristics, the BIM-based energy simulation approach can assist the stakeholders in identifying the most appropriate U-value for different climatic zones and achieving a dynamic balance between thermal insulation and heat dissipation in buildings [203]. To balance the overall thermal transfer value (OTTV) metric and construction costs, the thermal environment modeling approach developed by Seghier et al. [204] to perform data interaction through visual script and generate thermal performance optimization solutions through applicable case analysis in the MATLAB protocol. Based on the results of this analysis, the designers can effectively optimize their rural settlements’ design and planning schemes to achieve the dynamic balance between the energy consumption of the insulated frame and the thermal performance of the envelope [202].

From the perspective of daylight environment simulation, BIM can effectively simulate the light conditions of indoor and outdoor environments and their changing patterns at different times in different seasons. Based on the above information, designers can effectively optimize building layouts and design solutions for rural settlements to improve the indoor light environment, thereby reducing energy consumption and enhancing the occupants’ comfort. According to the review of Iversen et al. [208] and Jakica [209], BIM-based daylight environment simulation can be performed mainly through the following modes: Split flux formula (Importing the area of the open area, internal and external reflective properties into the formula to calculate daylight conditions); Finite element methods (The interaction mechanism between light is modeled through the utilization of linear system equations, and then the stakeholders can simulate daylight condition through global rendering equations); Monte Carlo based methods (Recursive tracing of light transmission paths based on the principle of Multiple Importance Sampling); Hybrid mode (Optimize the simulation of specular light reflections in the environment based on the combination of ray tracing and rasterization). In the Monte Carlo method adopted daylight simulation case conducted by Schregle et al. [210], the researcher utilizes the photon mapping method to simulate the effect of diffuse reflection of internal structures on the light environment. Then, the daylight environment of the structure was simulated by forward and backward ray path tracing [210].

In addition to these, through the BIM-Energy Plus integrated framework, the stakeholders can simulate the sunshine duration and the uncomfortable daylight duration of occupants in different rooms in the multiple rural settlements’ design and layout schemes based on the buildings’ envelopes, location, and psychology [211,212]. In the uncomfortable daylight duration estimation process, BIM can retrieve and manage the sunrise and sunset times points, sunlight intensity and direction, and solar radiation angle for the area each month to assist the daylight environment analysis [132,212]. After uncomfortable daylight hours are identified, the multi-objective optimization schemes of rural settlements’ design and planning can be developed based on the genetic algorithm [212,213].
3.2.4. Cost Estimation and Optimization

In the rural settlements’ design and planning phase, the contributions of BIM in cost analysis and optimization can be presented in the following aspect: Preparation of bill of quantity, budget estimation, and expenditure optimization.

- Preparation of Bill of quantity

During the entire design, upstream clients and downstream contractors can use BIM to provide immediate feedback and alter based on their budget requirements. This facilitates the designer to alter the design schemes in time to meet the cost requirements of the client and contractor. Moreover, given that all the elements (such as walls, windows, columns, and beams.) and structures developed in the process of rural settlements design can be recorded through IFC format into the BIM data repository, the bill of quantity can be automatically generated in the design phase [214]. In the BIM model that LoD 300 can be implemented, it can provide the following detailed information about the target structure: geometry (length, breadth, height, volume, and superficial area); the quantity of materials and equipment required to establish the structure; relationship to the entire rural settlement; varieties and attributes of materials; relationship to the other elements in contact with it [214–216].

Based on the abovementioned functions, designers can efficiently and accurately count the materials and devices consumed in the corresponding design and layout planning scheme. The BIM-based quantity takeoff code mapping (BQTCM) method has been proposed by B. Chen et al. [217] to generate bills of quantities more efficiently. Through the BQTCM plug-in, the items in the bill of quantities that are produced in conventional patterns can be converted into objects in IFC format without information omission during the interaction, thus generating the bill of quantities of assets, structures, metallic materials, and concretes in the design and planning phase of rural settlements [217]. Furthermore, compared to the regular manually formulated bill of quantities compilation mode, BIM can automatically update its bill of quantities as the modifications are made to the design scheme, thus avoiding tediously repetitive work [218,219]. In the case study of Zima [214], the researchers can utilize BIM to estimate the required person-days and human resources of different occupations from the bill of quantities generated during the design and planning stages, thus calculating the human resources expenditure required for the project.

Multiple studies were developed to improve the accuracy of the BIM-generated bill of quantities. Khosakitchalert et al. [220] optimize their capture approach of incomplete or inaccurate composite elements by integrating the principles of BIM clash detection into the estimation process for materials and equipment. In the BIM utilized accuracy method of the bill of quantity takeoff method (BCEQTI) developed by Khosakitchalert et al. [220], BIM can identify components that have been duplicated during the bill of quantities generation and remove them out through the clash detection capabilities and avoid duplicate counts of components by modeling each material layer independently. Based on these contributions, the method also reduces the workload and duration during the model alteration process. Moreover, in the BIM-based automatic compound element modification (ACEM) method of composite components and structures that were put forward by Khosakitchalert et al. [221], the overlaps in the BIM model can be identified and excluded by dissociating the composite elements into individual model elements and conducting the reciprocal comparisons among individual structures and elements. According to Khosakitchalert et al. [221], the procedure of ACEM utilization contains 5 steps: Retrieval of the data required for quantity calculations in BIM; Extraction and classification of the core structural layers of the wall panels and floors in the building; Reconstruction of the facades based on the information management and modeling capabilities of BIM; Reconstruction of the internal load-bearing walls, shear walls, and floors based on the data collected in step one; Execution of the elimination of overlapping elements. This approach can effectively eliminate the double counting of materials and equipment in the bill of quantity generation process, thus improving the precision of the bill of quantities. In addition, to optimize the efficiency and accuracy of wall frame-related quantity takeoff. The BIM-based wall framing
quantity takeoff (BWFQT) was developed by Khosakitchalert et al. [222]. This method estimates the wall framing in a building by calculating the wall area in the BIM model and determining the average spacing between the individual frames. Moreover, it can be determined from case practice that this wall frame estimation method imposes a minimal memory and performance burden, thus ensuring the overall performance and stability of the BIM.

- **Budget estimation**

  After the bills of quantity are generated through the abovementioned methods, the stakeholders can import the corresponding unit prices into BIM to conduct budget estimation. According to the summarization of Ismail et al. [218], Wong et al. [223], Ying et al. [215], and Zhan et al. [224], the BIM utilization benefits in the cost estimation of rural settlements design and planning stage can be presented in following aspects: The budget appraisal can be provided in the early stage of feasibility study; Conduct the comparison and estimation of the expenditure among multiple designs and layout schemes; Update and reflect the estimated budget timely for all stakeholders as the project progresses and alters. Given comprehensive materials and equipment information repository in BIM utilization, BIM can achieve high-efficiency integration and associated changes in layout planning schemes, materials and devices, expenses, and other modules. When the alterations are conducted in the design and planning process, the bill of quantity and estimated project expenditure could be updated in the BIM applications immediately [225]. Furthermore, to mitigate the deviations in the cost calculation process, Kim et al. [226] estimated the expenditure of materials and devices in targeted projects by adopting two different BIM-based cost estimation frameworks: compositely modeled object (CMO) and individually modeled object (IMO). After outputting the predicted costs for both frameworks, the researcher can neutralize both predicted costs to eliminate the bias and deviations [226].

- **Expenditure optimization**

  From the perspective of expenditure optimization, BIM can reduce project expenditure during their construction, operation and maintenance phases by optimizing the rural settlements’ design and planning scheme. Based on the abovementioned environmental analysis and optimization, BIM can improve thermal and light comfort by performing the design and planning of rural settlements according to the local environment and terrain, thus reducing energy consumption expenditure [199,227,228]. In the BIM-based cost calculation application developed by Fazeli et al. [229], BIM is used to estimate and compare the overall cost of each element category (including walls, floors, beams, columns, gates, windows etc.) in different facility schemes to identify the most cost-effective design and planning solutions. Moreover, compared to conventional 2D CAD drawings, BIM omits tedious procedures in their modeling process and can automatically generate bills of quantities, thus decreasing the expenditure of human resources in the design and planning stage.

  Moreover, clash detection in the design and planning phase can mitigate the delays and reworks in the further construction phase to decrease unnecessary expenses. Through BIM utilization in the design and planning phase of rural settlements, both hard clashes (multiple objects occupy the same location) and clearance clashes (Conflicts arising from the outreach space of multiple objects) in the BIM models can be identified [29,230]. In the clashes detection and resolution, the clashes are identified and modified through multiple rounds until the conflicts are limited to a tolerable level [231,232]. To reduce unnecessary person-hours expenditure in the design and planning process of rural settlements, the BIM-based clash detection approaches allow the stakeholders to automatically filter out clashes that are not required to be modified by setting a tolerable conflict range and identifying the false positive clashes [37]. In the clash detection process, the stakeholders can utilize the simulation capabilities and visual demonstration in BIM to identify if multiple components cross or pass through each other [233]. Clashes that physically cross each other are considered hard clashes and can be mitigated through manual adjustments or BIM-
based automatic correction approaches [231,234]. For components that do not physically intersect but have incompatible parameters with each other (i.e., clearance conflicts), BIM can facilitate the designer in detecting whether the conflict is within the acceptable range and decided to adjust the corresponding clashes or remain intact [235]. Through the integration of Log Logistic Three Parameter (3P) with generalized gamma distributions or the adaptation component-dependent network analysis, the inessential clashes can be precisely excluded to reduce the stakeholders’ workload [233,236]. Moreover, machine learning in BIM is another significant character in the clash detection process in rural settlements’ design and planning. Through Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) in BIM, the stakeholders can retrieve cases in the case library similar to the target clash and automatically match the clashes with the appropriate solution [129,232,237]. After the clash resolution is completed, the solved clashes are stored as cases in the BIM knowledge repository for future clash detection and resolution [232,238]. This further simplifies the clash detection procedure and reduces its cost.

4. Discussion

Through the systematic review, the BIM capabilities that can be utilized in the design and planning of rural settlements are identified and reviewed in Section 3. In Section 4, the reviewed BIM capabilities are discussed to analyze the benefits, challenges, and future directions of BIM capabilities in rural settlements’ design and planning in China.

4.1. Knowledge Management

According to the systematic review results, it can be determined that knowledge management is the fundamental capability of the BIM capabilities in 3D modeling and visualization, disaster prevention and environmental analysis, and cost estimation and optimization (The detailed mutual relationship is presented in Figure 5). From the perspective of 3D modeling, it requires knowledge functions to provide the building structure information, layout information, surrounding conditions and the necessary knowledge assistance in the model establishment process [30,51,93–96,98,102,104,106–108,132,133,239–242]. This knowledge can be retrieved either by importing files, drawings, manually inputted data or through the integration of BIM with third-party devices and software (such as GIS, IoT, sensors, laser scanning, satellite photography, CATIA, Smart city, and so on) [94,98,99,102–108,112,113,144,175]. Based on the research results in Section 3, it can be concluded that efficiency optimization and cost reduction are not mutually exclusive. Gao et al. [243] and Ghaffarianhoseini et al. [29] pointed out in their reviews that it is possible to reduce the workload of stakeholders while increasing the efficiency and accuracy of the information collected through the assistance of third-party equipment and plug-ins in BIM utilization process, thus achieving expenditure conservation and rework mitigations.

Once the information has been captured, it is stored in the BIM data and knowledge repository in IFC or gbXML format according to their belonging category [78–83]. Each element stored in the BIM database has its own unique Global Unique Identifier (GUD) and the applicable information delivery manuals (IDM) to facilitate the subsequent information management and extraction [90,91]. Besides that, through the systematic review of Farzaneh et al. [244] and Wang et al. [245], it can be determined that the IFD (International Framework for Dictionaries) and MVD (Model View Definition) are also essential methods in the information exchange process in BIM application. The IFD can be configured with a unique and proprietary identification for the element. And the MVD can document and classify the specific data exchange process to perform the subsequent information interchange processes conducted to achieve the identical purpose. In the process of BIM utilization in disaster prevention and environmental analysis, knowledge management capabilities can be implemented to integrate the indoor environmental conditions and outdoor layouts of rural settlements in China [171,176,177]. In addition, through GIS, the Internet and weather stations, the BIM-based knowledge management functions can provide the necessary information on the local natural environment, climate, light, temperature,
and humidity for each month in the individual rural settlement in China, thus providing the necessary information storage and knowledge support for their disaster prevention and environment analysis [187–191]. These data come from a variety of sources: Information transfer from meteorological, geological, and seismological services; Manual input; Knowledge integration from the Internet of Things; Third-party devices, thermographic imaging technologies, and computational fluid dynamics [114,165,167,180,181,246–249]. Moreover, to perform the cost estimation and optimization in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China, it is necessary to generate the bill of quantity, perform the cost feasibility studies and expenditure estimation through the knowledge management capabilities in BIM [214–219,221,223].

Figure 5. The relationship of different BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements.

In addition, the knowledge management benefits in the design and planning phase can be continued to the construction, operation and maintenance phase of rural settlements in China. In the delivery process between the design, construction, operation and maintenance phases, the documents delivered include the 2D layout drawings and design schemes, 3D project modeling, detailed design procedure, data interaction process, and the inputs and alterations of each individual stakeholder throughout the design and planning phase. Based on the BIM knowledge integration in their design and planning phase, the construction organizations can be familiarized with the entire layout, structures, and each component properties of the entire rural settlements and buildings’ interior environment [160,230,250]. Based on these benefits, the stakeholders can effectively estimate the labor, materials, and machinery expenditure during the construction phase, and conduct clash detection and modification [29,37,230–232,236]. In the operation and maintenance process of rural settlements in China, the knowledge delivered from their design and planning phase can provide significant information support and knowledge assistance to the safety/emergency management, maintenance & repair, renovation, and energy management [63,185,251].

Despite the significant benefits of BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China, there are still some challenges in the BIM utilization process. The intellectual property right (IPR) issue is a significant barrier in BIM-based knowledge management [29,63]. Given that the rural settlements might be designed and planned
through collaboration between various stakeholders, there is the problem of ambiguous IPR [252–254]. Despite all instructions, inputs and changes that each stakeholder makes are automatically recorded in the BIM data repository in the rural settlements’ design and planning process [121,255–257]. However, given that participants are usually delegated from multiple departments, it is still challenging to identify the percentage of intellectual property ownership by stakeholders and the boundaries between the various modules of intellectual property [93]. The IPR issue is also acknowledged by multiple literature reviews [253,258–261]. In the design and planning of rural settlements, it is inevitable that stakeholders adopt documents that were restricted by copyright constraints [253]. In addition, insufficient trust in the precision and effectiveness of other participants’ outcomes in the collaborative design process can also lead to IPR issues [253]. Moreover, in multi-model or multi-disciplinary projects, the overlapping content between disciplines or models can lead to copyright or contractual issues due to the ambiguity of contractual validity in BIM [253,258,260]. According to the review of Jo et al. [261], it can be identified that potential legal issues in BIM utilization can occur, including: Ownership of BIM models, intellectual property rights, model management conflicts, risk allocation and timelines for deliverables. Although multiple scholars have proposed incorporating digital IPR issues of BIM models into the legal framework through enacting or amendment of relevant legal provisions, there are still significant challenges required to be overcome to achieve the complete resolution of IPR issues [259]. Besides the IPR issue, partial knowledge management capabilities for BIM require the assistance of third-party software and devices, and the diverse formats among software and devices hinder mutual information exchange to some extent [72,262]. Given that partial third-party devices and plug-ins cannot support IFC or gbXML, this barrier impedes their integration with BIM in knowledge management [72].

Given the abovementioned challenges, in future research, it is necessary for the researchers to address IPR issues in the design and planning of rural settlements by improving the definition of demarcation between intellectual property and clarifying the ownership of multiple documents. To solve this issue, some research has been developed. For example, the BIM-based model developed by Lee et al. [131] can assist the 3D BIM model in being partitioned based on the level requested by the stakeholders and provides each partition with the required knowledge [131]. However, to solve the IPR issues thoroughly, other scholars still need to continue to perform their research in this direction. Moreover, to solve the obstacle of mismatched formats among BIM and third-party devices/software, it is necessary to perform systematic reviews to explore and summarize the third-party equipment and software that are required for BIM and can be operated via IFC or gbXML formats.

4.2. Simulation

From the simulation perspective, the literature review results show that the benefits of BIM capabilities in rural settlements’ design and planning in China are mainly concentrated on disaster prevention, environmental analysis, and clash detection [171–173]. According to the research results in Section 3, most papers acknowledge the outstanding contributions of BIM to the simulation of the natural environment [192–194,198–200,208,209]. Based on the information on the local environment and climate developed by the knowledge management capabilities in BIM, the BIM simulation applications can simulate the daylight, thermal, and wind environmental conditions of selected rural settlements in China [79,132,187–191,195–197,199,201–204,210–213]. Moreover, certain researchers confirmed that BIM’s simulation capabilities play an important role in both simulating the devastation of natural hazards and improving the resilience of rural settlements to disasters [145,171–173,175,177,180,181]. With the integration of the abovementioned simulations and buildings structures in chosen rural settlements, BIM can simulate their resilience to disasters and develop suitable evacuation and optimization schemes [145,174,176–181,183–186]. In the process of environmental simulation, the knowledge management and modeling capabilities in BIM provide essential support to the simulation conduction. Knowledge
management provides the necessary information for BIM modeling through the storage of information in the projects’ lifecycle and external knowledge support, and BIM modeling enables the detailed visualization of simulation processes and outcomes. As Farzaneh et al. [244] and Hooper [263] concluded in their review, with the development of LOD in the BIM model, the accuracy of environmental simulation and the complexity of 3D visualization is optimized accordingly. Through the simulation capabilities in the rural settlements design and planning phase, BIM can support stakeholders in identifying the most optimized orientation, location, and roof pitch for buildings and infrastructures at the early stage of design and planning. In addition, according to the review of Andriamamonjy et al. [264], the simulation and multi-dimensions visualization capabilities of BIM can facilitate designers to achieve effective improvements to the building facades’ structure, beam/column allocation, and the design scheme of windows.

Given that some BIM-based simulation functions require BIM to be integrated with other software, some authors pointed out that the potential insufficient interoperability can lead to significant reductions in the efficiency and accuracy of the simulation [104, 265–269]. Insufficient interoperability in the simulation process is one of the most frequently reported causes of information omission [207]. According to the review of Kamel and Memari [39], the lack of uniform standards, information exchange between multiple software or devices, and the absence of solutions for interfacing different simulations under the same model are the main reasons for the insufficient interoperability. Given that partial attributes and symbols in BIM files might not be supported by the simulation software, data omission and semantic misinterpretation are significant challenges during the interaction process [39]. In addition, the mismatch between the different analysis structures required for light, thermal, and ventilation simulations (internal structures, external maintenance structures, or volumes bounded by the center plane of the façade) can also cause hampers in interoperability [39, 270]. Therefore, the optimization of the BIM’s interoperability with third-party simulation software is an essential research trend for future studies.

Clash detection is deemed the apparent contribution of BIM simulation capabilities by some included studies [271–273]. In the process of BIM utilization in clash detection, BIM can identify the clash generation and utilize machine learning (such as CBR) to automatically match clash solutions to selected clashes [29, 37, 129, 230–233, 236, 237]. However, some researchers pointed out that the CBR-based clash detection approach is inefficient in identifying complex clashes cases, which makes it challenging to handle clashes with complicated structures [125, 274, 275]. To solve this issue, BIM simulation functions are deemed as the potential future research directions to over this challenge by some studies [276, 277]. Through the simulation capabilities of BIM in the design and planning stages of the rural settlements in China, the potential clashes can be simulated, and the corresponding solutions can be automatically generated [276, 277].

4.3. Modeling

According to the research results of this systematic literature review, the modeling capabilities can also provide significant benefits in the design and planning process of rural settlements in China [30, 131–133, 239–242]. Compared to conventional 2D CAD, Ghaffarianhoseini et al. [29] indicated that BIM can provide superior optimization for spatial visualization, building performance analysis, schedule and project management, and enhanced collaboration between AEC team members through the parametric modeling capabilities in BIM. Through the modeling capabilities in BIM, The overall layout, the interior architecture and the surrounding environment of rural settlements can be demonstrated in the three dimension diorama methods [94, 99, 134, 135, 139–141, 144, 153, 155, 156]. Furthermore, some researchers pointed out that BIM can generate the required LOD models according to the client’s demands, thus achieving the visualization of the internal structure, components, materials and legal boundary of each building in rural settlements in China [105, 134–137, 158–161]. From the perspective of modeling capabilities in BIM, there are multiple dimension modeling capabilities that can be achieved through BIM, including
3D BIM, 4D BIM, and 5D BIM. According to the review of Cao et al. [51,278,279], 3D BIM can perform the establishment and visualization of the 3-dimensional model to the building and surrounding environment and refines the modeling’s accuracy to the required LOD. 4D BIM incorporates the schedule as a dimension into the 3D model, which can then be modelled in 3D to show the status of the project at different stages, thus providing the necessary data support and knowledge assistance for project management, multi-stakeholder collaboration, and clashes detection [139,280,281]. BIM 5D is integrated functions related to project costs and expenses based on BIM 4D, thus assisting stakeholders to perform cost estimation, return-on-investment (ROI) evaluation and expenditure optimization [51,282,283].

Although most researchers acknowledge the essential contributions of BIM’s modeling capabilities in design phase of rural settlements in China, some challenges must be overcome. Given the technical threshold of BIM, the design organizations need to provide appropriate BIM training to their staff to enable them to utilize BIM effectively [29,68]. Furthermore, most BIM software that can achieve high-quality modeling capabilities tends to be relatively expensive [28,34,284]. Given the strict budget constraints of most rural design and planning projects in China, some stakeholders are hesitant to adopt BIM [285]. In future studies, research related to the simplification, low threshold, and ease of adaptation of BIM software is recommended to become the future research direction.

5. Conclusions

In the context of rural revitalization, rural settlements are receiving significant attention from all over China. The Chinese government has announced its intention to gradually improve the amenities and public services in rural settlements and enhance the living environment, quality of buildings and residential comfort in rural settlements in China [286]. However, compared to the urban, the environmental conditions, and residential comfort of rural settlements in China are relatively backward. As a multi-function method, BIM can provide remarkable improvements to rural settlements in China. Through BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China, the environmental condition, buildings’ quality, and residential comfort can be significantly optimized.

Despite the significant contribution of BIM, there are still insufficient cases of BIM being applied to the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China. One significant barrier is the insufficient familiarity with the BIM capabilities in the design and planning of the rural settlements. To prompt the BIM utilization in the rural settlements’ design and planning, this study aims to perform a systematic review of the BIM capabilities in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China. Through the systematic literature review, it can be identified that BIM capabilities can be utilized in the rural settlements’ design and planning phase in the following aspects: Data storage and management; 3D modeling and visualization; Disaster prevention and environmental analysis; Cost estimation and optimization.

Through the discussion and analysis of the literature review results, it can be concluded that BIM is utilized in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China based on their capabilities in three perspectives: knowledge management, simulation, and modeling. From the perspective of knowledge management capabilities, BIM can provide stakeholders with information support and knowledge assistance with the required LOD (level of detail) throughout the entire design and planning phase of rural settlements. Through the integration of BIM with third-party devices, BIM can also effectively provide information on the natural environment (e.g., location, topography, climate, hydrology, vegetation) and support the infrastructure layout of rural settlements and their surrounding areas. Based on the uniform document storage format (IFC or gbXML), BIM’s knowledge management capabilities can complete seamless information exchange between multiple platforms, and the data collected and generated throughout the design & planning phases can be integrated and delivered to the construction, operation and maintenance phases of corresponding rural settlements. In the aspect of modeling and visualization, through the integration of BIM with third-party equipment and software (e.g., sensors, GIS, satellites, cameras, RFID,
IoT), BIM can achieve multiple LOD modeling and visualization of buildings, structures, legal boundary and their surroundings throughout the design and planning stage of rural settlement. Based on the information foundation provided by BIM knowledge management capabilities, through the integration of local environmental information and climate data, BIM can be utilized to perform their simulation capabilities to identify potential hazards, formulate disaster prevention and mitigation schemes based on the established rural settlement model. Furthermore, based on the above-mentioned functions and sensor-related assistance, daylight environment analysis, thermal environment evaluation, and computational fluid dynamics can be effectively performed by simulation capabilities in BIM. From the viewpoint of cost estimation and optimization, based on the design solutions of rural settlements stored and managed in BIM, stakeholders can utilize BIM to automatically generate bills of quantities and perform budget estimation and expenditure optimization. Moreover, clash detection in the rural settlements’ design and planning phase can be conducted through BIM’s multi-dimensions modeling, visualization, and simulation capabilities.

In addition to the abovementioned benefits, the challenges of BIM utilization in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China are also revealed in this study, including: Insufficient interoperability; Ambiguous intellectual property rights (IPR); Defective complex clashes detection; High expenditure on BIM software purchases and operators training. Furthermore, the future research directions of BIM capabilities in the design and planning of rural settlements in China are also developed in Section 4. The research results in this systematic review can significantly improve the familiarity of stakeholders with the BIM capabilities in the design and planning process of rural settlements in China to optimize the layout, environment, construction quality, and residential comfort of rural settlements in China.

There is some limitation in this study that are welcome to be addressed by other scholars through their research:

A. Due to the restriction of the research aim, this study only reviews and discusses the BIM capabilities that can be utilized in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China.

B. Given the limitation of the authors’ language skills, only English articles are reviewed in this study. The articles written in non-English are excluded from the article screen process.

C. To guarantee the reviewed articles were quality, only articles that could be retrieved in WoS and Scopus databases were contained in this study. This regulation might cause the omission of some BIM functions.

To solve the abovementioned limitations, other scholars are welcome to explore the BIM capabilities that can be utilized in the construction, renovation, and facility management of rural settlements in China. Given that some countries have similar national conditions to China (such as Vietnam), based on the research results of this study, other scholars can perform the corresponding systematic review to explore the BIM capabilities that can be applied to rural settlements’ design and planning in other countries.

Based on the research results in this study, it can be determined that BIM utilization is an important trend in the design and planning of rural settlements in China. To optimize the BIM utilization in the design and planning phase of rural settlements in China, the following research directions are necessary to be attached importance by other researchers in their future studies: Knowledge retrieval and management in BIM throughout the life cycle of rural settlements; Interoperability between BIM and third-party devices; BIM-based environmental simulation; BIM-based disaster monitoring and prevention; Clash detection and elimination based on BIM; Sustainable design through BIM capabilities.
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